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Why Data Warehouse?: The famous author of several Data Warehouse books, William H. Inmon first aligned the concept of Data Warehouse (DW) in 1990. Inmon defines data warehouses as 'subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and erratic data collections.' Very useful for Data Analyzers, this data helps them to make business decisions and decisions
related to other data in the organization. Does warehouse terms read moredata warehousing: This section will describe the important and most commonly used term in Data Warehousing. Metadata In terms of ease, metadata answers all questions related to your data in the data warehouse. It refers to data that gives users a detailed explanation of sinks and
semantics and describes all relevant data attributes in DWH. Read MoreData Gudang ArkitekArchitecture Gudang Data: Now that we understand the concept of Data Warehouse, its importance and use, it is time to get a view on DWH's custom architecture. There are two main components for building a data warehouse- the interface design of the operating
system and the design of individual data warehouses. Therefore, DWH construction depends on business needs, Read MoreWhat is ETL? What is the ETL Tool?: ETL is the process of moving data from the source database to the destination data warehouse. In this process, there are 3 different sub-processes such as E to Extract, T to Transform and L to
Load. The data is extracted from the source database in the extracting process which is then changed to the required format and Read MoreBusiness Intelligence LifecyclePhases of Business Intelligence: Although the data is captured in complex structures and databases to facilitate specific transaction needs, organizations and businesses find it difficult to
extract and capture the necessary information from the data in the transaction system. Therefore, there is a need to develop a system that can retrieve data from the source system and rearrange the content accordingly Read MoreDWH TechnologyPopular Data Warehouse Technologies: Interestingly, data warehousing requires the features of easy
technology from the system driven by the previous data. For example, DWH does not require online updates and demands minimum locking requirements. This section outlines the needs and features of technology for DWH. Data Warehouse Video Tutorial [videothumb class=col-md-12=uQDpwjaRcVk alt=Data Warehouse Tutorial header=Data Warehouse
Tutorial] Manages a large amount of Data As discussed Read MoreOLAP and Multidimensional ModelWhat is OLAP?: Most times used in stripes, Online Analysis Processing (OLAP) terms and data warehouses apply to decision support and business perisikan systems. The OLAP system helps data warehouses to analyze data effectively. Dimension
modeling in data warehouses primarily supports which includes larger categories such as relationship databases, data mining and report writing. Read MoreDWH Data External/Unstructured Data in Warehouse Warehousing And Unstructured Data: As we have discussed so far, it is clear that most companies build data warehouses using data contained in
the source system. In addition to being available in an organization, this data is structured and configured in a regular format. However, we can sometimes face useful data deafness for Read MoreMerits and Demerits Using DWHAdvantages Data Warehouse: Being a subject oriented, integrated, time variant and erratic, data warehousing meets some
advantages to companies and users when implemented for business purposes. The success of using DWH delivers great results and improves the overall functionality of each organization. Data Warehouse Video Tutorial [videothumb class=col-md-12 id=Dz0kKer5ApE alt=Data Warehouse Tutorial header=Data Warehouse Tutorial] Delivering Enhanced
Business With Data Read MoreDWH Quality ManagementHow to manage data quality in data warehouses?: With the aim of building a subject-oriented and integrated database, data warehouses are the main ingredient in making quick and smart business decisions. Therefore, the quality of data and data warehouses is a critical concern for the organization.
In addition, since the data in the warehouse gets collected from a variety of different sources, Read MoreStar SchemaWhat is a Star schema?: The implementation of data warehouses and business content models involves the concept of Star Schema as the easiest dimension model. Just like every other dimension model, star schemes consist of data in the
form of facts and dimensions. The reason behind the name 'Star Schema' is that this data model resembles a star with the ends Read MoreSnowflake SchemaWhat is Snowflake Schema?: In data warehousing, Snowflake Schema is advanced to the star scheme so that the table is arranged in the form of complex snow. This concept is the same as a star
scheme with a central fact table and a variety of dimension tables that illuminate from the center unless the table described as a dimension is normal and consists of more hierarchies. Read MoreThe Open Source ETL ToolsPopular open source ETL tools: In the process of ETL, tools are used to extract data from different sources, convert data to different
structures so that they fit the data warehouse and then finally load the filtered data into the destination database. There are a large number of tools available free of charge. And they are: Apatar : It is another MoreETL TestIng Process In ETL: ETL, the process used during data transfer between databases is one of the important concepts in data
warehousing. This ETL process consists of sub-processes such as Extracting data from data source, convert the extracted data to the format necessary for accepted into the destination database and then ultimately loading the Read More A database is a database designed to enable business intelligence activity: it exists to help users understand and
improve their organization's performance. It is designed for queries and analysis rather than for transaction processing, and usually contains historical data obtained from transaction data, but can include data from other sources. The data warehouse separates the workload of analysis from the transaction workload and allows organizations to consolidate
data from several sources. This helps in: Maintain historical records of Analyzing data to gain a better understanding of the business and to improve businesses Other than contact databases, data warehouse environments can include extraction, transportation, transformation, and loading (ETL) solutions, statistical analysis, reporting, data mining
capabilities, customer analysis tools, and other applications that manage the data collection process, transform them into useful information, can be taken , and deliver it to business users. To achieve enhanced business intelligence goals, data warehouses work with data collected from various sources. Source data may come from internally developed
systems, purchased applications, third-party data syndicates and other sources. It may involve transactions, production, marketing, human resources and more. In today's world of big data, data may be many billions of individual clicks on websites or massive data flows from sensors built into complex machinery. Data warehouses differ from online
transaction processing systems (OLTP). With a data warehouse, you separate the workload of analysis from the transaction workload. Therefore, data warehouses are highly reading-oriented systems. They have a significantly higher amount of data reading than writing and updating. This allows for far better analytical performance and avoid the impact of
your transaction system. Data warehouse systems can be optimized to consolidate data from many sources to achieve the ultimate goal: it becomes the sole source of your organization's permission. There is great value in having a consistent source of data that all users can see; it prevents many disputes and increases decision-making efficiency. Data
warehouses typically store months or years of data to support historical analysis. Data in data warehouses are usually loaded through the process of extraction, transformation, and unlocking (ETL) from various data sources. Modern data warehouses are moving toward extract architecture, loads, transformations (ELT) where all or most data transformations
are performed on a database that hosts data warehouses. It is important to that determining the ETL process is a big part of the data warehouse design efforts. Similarly, the speed and reliability of ETL operations is the basis of the data warehouse as soon as it runs and runs. Data warehouse users analysis of data that is often related to time. Examples
include consolidation of sales figures last year, inventory analysis, and profits by products and by customers. But the focus of the time or not, users want to slice and dice their data however they see fit and well-designed data warehouses will be flexible enough to meet those requests. Users sometimes need very aggregate data, and other times they have to
drill into details. More sophisticated analysis includes trend analysis and data mining, which uses existing data to predict trends or predict futures. The data warehouse acts as the basic engine used by the middleware business intelligence environment that serves reports, dashboards and other interfaces for end users. While the above discussion has focused
on the terms of the data warehouse, there are two other important terms to mention. This is a mart data and operating data store (ODS). Data marts work the same role as data warehouses, but they are deliberately limited in scope. It can serve one particular department or line of business. The advantage of mart data compared to data warehouses is that it
can be created faster because of its limited coverage. However, data marts also pose problems with inconsistencies. It takes strict disciplines to ensure data definitions and consistent calculations across data marts. This problem has been widely recognized, so data marts exist in two styles. Free data marts are those who are fed directly from source data.
They can turn into inconsistent information islands. Dependent data marts are fed from existing data warehouses. Dependent data marts can avoid inconsistencies, but they need enterprise-level data warehouses already in existence. An operating data store exists to support day-to-day operations. ODS data is cleaned and verified, but it's not historically
profound: it may just be data for the current day. Instead of supporting wealthy historical queries that data warehouses can handle, ODS gives data warehouses a place to gain access to the most recent data, which has not yet been loaded to a data warehouse. ODS can also be used as a resource for loading data warehouses. As data fighter loading
techniques have become more advanced, data warehouses may need less ODS as a source for loading data. On the other hand, a continuous trick feed system can load data warehouses in the near future. A common way to introduce a data nose refers to the characteristics of a data warehouse as set by William Inmon: A Non-Life-Oriented Data
Warehouse Oriented Subject Changed Time designed to help you analyze data. For example, to learn more about your company's sales data, you can build data that concentrates on sales. Using this data warehouse, can you answer questions like Who are our best customers for this item last year? or Who might be our best customer next year? This is the
ability to data warehouses by subject matter, sales in this case, make the subject of data warehouse oriented. Integration is closely related to the subject's orientation. Data warehouses must put data from different sources into consistent format. They must solve problems such as naming conflicts and inconsolation among the measurement unit. When they
achieved this goal, they were said to be integrated. Nonvolatile means that, when included in the data warehouse, the data cannot change. This is logical because the purpose of the data warehouse is to allow you to analyze what has happened. The focus of the data warehouse on changes over time is what it means to time variant terms. To know the trend
and identify hidden patterns and relationships in the business, analysts need a significant amount of data. This is very different from the online transaction processing system (OLTP), where performance requirements demand that historical data be transferred to the archive. Archive.
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